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Priyanka is a pro�cient technical advisor with experience in comprehending
complex technical ideas, developing intricate patent strategies and providing
expert insights onto patent litigation matters, driving value assessment across
industrial domains majorly in life science, biomedical, biochemistry, material
and physical sciences. Grounded in biotechnology through her industry tenure,
backed up with bachelor’s and master’s degrees, Priyanka brings a distinctive
strategic advantage to her role. She excels in bridging the gap between
technical and legal departments, leveraging her solid & intrinsic grasp of
patent laws and domain expertise.

Priyanka offers clients a distinctive fusion of technical proficiency and research insight, crafting effective intellectual

property solutions to tackle business challenges.

In her role as a senior patent professional, Priyanka played a pivotal role by providing in-depth analysis and

expertise in a broad spectrum of areas, including patent litigation, strategy development, patent validity

assessments, freedom to operate searches, prior art exploration, claim interpretation, patentability evaluations,

infringement analyses, technology landscaping, and competitive landscape assessments within the realm of

intellectual property. Priyanka’s professional background encompasses a diverse range of technical domains,
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spanning across life science, biomedical, biochemistry, food and nutraceuticals, nanotechnology, cosmetics, material

science and engineering, chemical engineering, as well as physical sciences.

Priyanka is a seasoned professional with exceptional writing skills, exemplified by the publication of her research in

a major scientific journal during her academic journey. Having obtained advanced specialization in IP laws from the

University of California, Priyanka demonstrates a strong command of patent laws, showcasing a proven ability to

navigate the complexities inherent in patent-related matters. Her specialization in Project Management, acquired

from University of Arkansas, underscores her proficiency in coordinating tasks, successfully achieving strategic

goals and exceeding client expectations.

Activities
Board member, Writers in the Schools, 2001–2003

Credentials

EDUCATION

Priyanka received her Bachelor of Technology in Biotechnology from Sir Padampat Singhania University in 2011. She

received her Master of Technology in Biotechnology from SRM University in 2013. She did her specialization in IP

laws from University of California, San Diego in 2021.
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